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 Earth today doesn’t seem like the pass. Trees, food shelter even daily needs are all 
affordable. But today, these needs of human beings even the animals are all limited and in 
demand because of shortage. We are now experiencing the effect of global warming, different 
kinds of disaster such as earthquakes and hurricanes. There is a big percentage of human growth 
or too much increase of human population. According to some authors in the internet, there are 
almost two out of ten children survive from chronic diseases they didn’t understand. Does only 
microscopic organism would kill us in the end? As a student, what shall we do in order to save 
earth? There are different ways on how to save the earth and everyone are able to do it. 

 Plant trees. Planting trees can remove carbon dioxide. These makes planting trees as 
effective way to fight green house effect and it is much easier to think. Recycle. It is the most 
effective means of saving earth. Materials such as plastic bag, cans and other objects must be 
recycled in order to use less non-biodegradable objects to prevent the clogging of our rivers and 
to prevent flood. Drive less. We all experience traffic, right? Which cause pollution in the air. 
Why can’t we walk or ride a bicycle if you are heading near? Of course we can’t stop people to 
stop driving all together because we depend on them but cars are responsible for 34% of smog 
causing hydrocarbons which gives diseases to us. So starting today, we should start consuming 
everything that makes some of this destruction to our world. Even in our home, we can make a 
simple move to save the earth by consuming electricity and water so that for the coming 
generations they are able to see the beauty of our world. 


